waves, produced by the surface stress. A comparison of the depth of the "herringbone" pattern of
echoes with radiosonde ascents at the Pole shows
a strong correlation with the most stable portion
of the ground based inversion. From 431 hours of
acoustic sounder records obtained between January
20 and February 12 at the Pole, a surface based
inversion existed during 420 hours.
The mean depth of this turbulent inversion layer
was 114 meters, with a standard deviation of 59
meters. The potential temperature of an air parcel
at the top of this layer averaged 4°K. higher than
the surface shelter temperature during clear January conditions, but only 2°K. higher under cloud
cover. In early February the magnitude of the inversion increased to 9°K.
Surprisingly, during 11 hours of the 431 for
which records are available, or for 2.6 percent of
the time, the sounder detected convective plumes
originating at the ice surface. Three separate such
events occurred, each during a rapid decrease in
surface shelter temperatures. We hypothesize that
relatively warmer air had heated the ice surface,
and the rapid intrusion of colder air found the ice
warmer than the atmospheric surface layer, thus
setting off the convection. The radiosonde ascent
at 1115 on February 9, 1975, showed a super-adia batic lapse rate in the lowest 138 meters of the atmosphere, but some of the plumes detected by the
sounder extended to more than 200 meters, undoubtedly because of convective overshoot. Other
types of atmospheric events observed with the
sounder include gravity waves in elevated inversion
layers and abrupt spikes in the turbulent return
(possible hydraulic jumps associated with frontal
passages?), rising from the surface based inversion
to heights of 200 meters or more. Approximately
6 hours of such transient spikes were detected.
Situation reports from the Pole indicate the
sounder was operating through June with minimum down time. With the aid of the wintering
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration technicians, Kenton Martinsson and Richard
Maestas, we hope that the sounder will accumulate a 1-year record of surface structure characteristics for further evaluation.

This research was supported by National Science
Foundation grant 74-24415.
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Atmospheric electric program
WILLIAM E. COBB

Environmental Research Laboratories
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Boulder, Colorado 80302

With the long-awaited opening of the new
Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station, the 1974-1975
austral summer was moving time for our program.
Atmospheric electric sensors at the original very
low frequency (VLF) site were moved, calibrated,
and reinstalled at a new clean air facility upwind
from the new station.
Nine atmospheric electric balloon flights were
made successfully during January 1975. A major
objective of the 5-year measurement program is to
gather sufficient data to establish an environmental
benchmark of the atmospheric electric climate both
at the surface and aloft at the South Pole. It then
will be possible, at about 5-year intervals, to compare new measurements to the current benchmark
observations in order to detect any secular trends
in the electrical measurements. The existence of
secular changes, particularly in atmospheric conductivity, would indicate corresponding and inverse changes in the level of suspended particulates
on the Polar Plateau.

Automatic meteorological station
at the South Pole
J . SITES and ALLEN M. PETERSON
Department of Electrical Engineering
Stanford University
Stanford, California 94305

MICHAEL

A small automatic meteorological station specifically designed for operation in extremely cold climates is being tested this austral winter near
Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station. The station
design allows data to be retrieved either locally
by winterover personnel or by the polar-orbiting
satellite Nimbus-6, which was launched in early
June 1975. The local data readout allows comparison with National Weather Service data to determine the accuracy of station instrumentation. At
ANTARCTIC JOURNAL

the present time, the complement of instruments
includes only atmospheric pressure, temperature,
and wind speed and direction; additional lowpower sensors can easily be accommodated, however, since the station has 16 data channels.
The station has been transmitting data to Nimbus-6 since the activation of its transmitter on
July 17. Data quality has been excellent. Also,
because of its location close to the pole, the station is able to access the satellite on virtually every
pass (at about 107-minute intervals).
The only problem encountered thus far is the
failure of one of the power sources, a propanecowered thermoelectric generator that failed sometime after South Pole Station began its winter isolation and before regular data-taking began. The
cause of failure was the propane flame going out,
possibly due to improper vaporization of the fuel
r to contaminated fuel causing blockage of small
orifices. An alternate power source, a 10-watt radiosotope generator, continues to supply the autoatic station's required power.
This research is supported by National Science
oundation contract C-582.

Polar auroral radar system
J . C. HODGES
Stanford Research Institute
Menlo Park, California 94025
An oblique sounding auroral radar was operated
from near the magnetic center of both the northern
and the southern auroral zones. The two high-frequency (6- to 32-megahertz) radars operated simultaneously for a period of time and the data can be
correlated.
One radar was operated at Resolute Bay, Northwest Territory, Canada, from June 1971 to March
1974. The McMurdo Station, Antarctica, radar
was operated from February 1972 to August 1973,
but very little data were collected until after
December 1972.
The radars each collected data from 12 different
azimuth positions, completing a 3600 coverage in 6
minutes. The data were photographed on 35-millimeter film; copies are available to other experimenters.
Auroras were detected from 45-to 72 percent of
the antenna rotations. When an aurora was detected
July/August 1975

by one radar, simultaneous auroral echos were
found by the other radar over half of the time.
The two radars have been dismantled and returned to California. A final report containing
complete data catalogs was published in April 1975
(Hodges and Bates, 1975).
This program was funded by National Science
Foundation grants Gv-3 1608 and GV-16269.
Reference
Hodges, J . C., and H. F. Bates. 1975. The polar auroral radar
system—McMurdo Base, Antarctica, and Resolute Bay,
N.W.T., Canada. Menlo Park, Stanford Research Institute.
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Pine Island Bay survey
WALTER R. SEELIG

Office of Polar Programs
National Science Foundation
Washington, D.C. 20550

On February 7, 1975, E. George Schirmacher and
Antonio Malva-Gomes, both of the U.S. Geological
Survey, Martin Curran, Holmes and Narver, Inc.,
and I departed from McMurdo Station aboard
USCGC Burton Island for the eastern Amundsen
Sea. The object of this Pine Island Bay survey was
to carry out a reconnaissance of the Lindsey Islands
and to assess the area's potential as a logistics support site for the U.S. antarctic program.
Austral summer satellite photographs show a
large area of open water in the eastern Amundsen
Sea south of the wide ice pack that borders most
of the coast of West Antarctica. The reason for this
virtually ice-free area is not known. Within this open
area along the Walgreen Coast, just west of the
Canisteo Peninsula, are the seven Lindsey Islands.
These low-relief islands consist of heavily glaciated
igneous rock. The two larger Lindsey Islands are
partially ice free, and a number of small freshwater
lakes are present Skuas are numerous, and there is
a substantial Adélie penguin population.
An automatic weather station was installed on the
largest of the Lindsey Islands to record wind direction and speed, temperature, and atmospheric
pressure for a year. Horizontal and vertical control
points were established for mapping, and vertical
photography was obtained over the islands using
an aerial mapping camera mounted on a Coast
Guard HH-52 helicopter. Fuel and survival equipment were left in a 5-meterJamesway on the south193

